July 19, 1976

SE76-15

SUBJECT: SPARES REPLACEMENTS OF S1596-60L CIRCUIT BREAKER

AIRCRAFT APPLICABILITY: All Model 150 thru 210 Series Aircraft
Utilizing the S1596-60L Circuit Breaker

REASON FOR LETTER:

A new alternator circuit breaker (part number S1707-60) has been
incorporated in recent production Model 150 thru 210 series aircraft
for improved reliability and service life.

Since the new breaker is not directly interchangeable with the
earlier S1596-60L breaker, a Service Kit has been developed and is
to be used for all spares replacements of the S1596-60L breaker.

This Service Kit (part number SK150-46) is available through the
Cessna Dealer Organization at a suggested list price of $13.10 (A)
each.

* * * * * *
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